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HYBRID GROUND STATION TECHNOLOGY FOR RF AND OPTICAL COMMUNICATION LINKS
F. Davarian
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, United States, Davarian@jpl.nasa.gov
D. Hoppe*, J. Charles†, V. Vilnrotter‡, A. Sehic§, T. Hanson**, and E. Gama††

To support future enhancements of NASA’s deep space and planetary communications and tracking
services, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory is developing a hybrid ground station that will be capable of
simultaneously supporting RF and optical communications. The main reason for adding optical links to
the existing RF links is to significantly increase the capacity of deep space communications in support
of future solar system exploration. It is envisioned that a mission employing an optical link will also
use an RF link for telemetry and emergency purposes, hence the need for a hybrid ground station. A
hybrid station may also reduce operations cost by requiring fewer staff than would be required to
operate two stations. A number of approaches and techniques have been examined. The most
promising ones have been prototyped for field examination and validation.
I. INTRODUCTION
High‐speed telecommunications between
solar system exploration platforms and Earth is
necessary to enable ambitious human and
robotic space exploration of the future. It is
envisioned that wideband (Gbps‐class) links will
be required to sustain human space exploration
activities as well as to meet the needs of data‐
intensive space sensors. While technology
development is critical for the success of future
space missions, a low‐cost end product is strongly
desired in order to meet budgetary realities.
To track deep space assets and
communicate with them, NASA has operated the
deep space network (DSN) for the last several
decades [http://deepspace.jpl.nasa.gov/dsn/].
The DSN extends over three continents with the
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capability of tracking spacecraft 24‐hours a day.
Hence, it would be cost‐effective to use the
existing DSN sites and assets for high‐speed
telecommunications with future solar system
robotic probes and crewed missions.
Laser communications has the promise of
providing high‐speed links for human and robotic
missions with only moderate demands on the
mass and power capacity of a mission. For this
reason, NASA has invested in deep space optical
communications for more than a decade with the
purpose of developing critical technologies such
as photon counting detectors, high‐power laser
sources, high‐precision pointing technology,
optical channel characterization, etc. [1–6]
It is generally accepted that, at least at the
early stages, missions cannot rely solely on
optical links due to the atmospheric availability
issues. Hence, optical waveforms will be used to
provide high‐speed communications while RF
channels will support telemetry and commanding
services. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is
developing a hybrid ground station that will be
capable of simultaneously supporting radio
frequency (RF) and optical communications. To
reduce cost, the design for the existing DSN 34‐m
RF antenna will be moderately modified to
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accommodate optical signals in addition to RF
signals rather than employing a totally new
system. Two promising approaches have been
identified and studied. Technologies supporting
these approaches are in the process of being
demonstrated in the field to expose their pros
and cons. The platform for these demonstrations
is NASA’s experimental 34‐m antenna (beam
waveguide structure) at Goldstone, California. In
the first approach, the surface quality of the
existing antenna will be improved to
accommodate optical signals; hence, it is dubbed
the polished panel approach. The second option
replaces the center portion of the antenna with
glass mirror panels (or panels of other material
capable of supporting a durable optical‐quality
surface); hence, it is named the glass panel
approach. The polished panel approach employs
a less mature technology with potential for lower
cost.
Whichever approach we select, the
following future endeavors will benefit from the
hybrid technology if the demonstration is
successful:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robotic Precursors to Human Exploration
Deep Space Exploration
Exploration of Near‐Earth Asteroids
Human Space Exploration
Participatory Exploration for Inspiration
and Education
And more

This paper discusses development activities
leading to field demonstration and validation of
the prerequisite technologies.
II. BACKGROUND
In this phase of the development, we are
solely focused on downlink signal reception.
Signal transmission will not be addressed here.
The optical wavelength is assumed to be 1.5 µm,
and the signaling format is of pulse code
modulation (PPM) type. For demonstration, we
may use other wavelengths as deemed
convenient. Presently, the DSN operates mostly
at downlink frequencies of 8 GHz (X‐band) or
32 GHz (Ka‐band). Unlink RF links that can be
characterized via a single figure of merit known
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as the signal‐to‐noise ratio, optical channels with
their non‐Gaussian statistics cannot be
represented with a single figure of merit.
However, in the design of the hybrid station, we
strive to increase the number of photons
collected in a temporal PPM slot while minimizing
background light. The receiver model is that of a
photon bucket. Therefore, the more photons are
collected, the higher levels of background light
can be tolerated.
In general, the design tries to minimize the
field of view for two reasons: first, the smaller the
field of view, the lesser the adverse effect of
background light; second, the smaller the field of
view, the smaller the size of the photon detector
at the receiver. Presently, the size limit of single
photon detectors with reasonable efficiency and
adequate bandwidth is about 1 mm2 [7 and 8].
The glass panel approach is suitable for producing
a spot size commensurate with the available
single photon detectors. The polished panel
approach is likely to require a detector size about
two orders of magnitude larger, i.e., 1 cm2. This is
due to imperfections of the polished panel as an
optical reflector; the imperfections cause a larger
spot and require a wider field of view with
respect to the glass panel design. However, the
polished panel system also collects more photons
than the glass panel due to its larger photon
collection area. It is noteworthy that large size
detectors, i.e., 1 cm2, are being actively
investigated at infrared wavelengths [9].
III. HYBRID STATION DESIGN CONCEPT
Figure 1A illustrates the existing 34‐m RF
antenna. Figure 1B illustrates how the central
part of the antenna dish can be modified in order
to use the dish to collect for optical signals. With
this option, the effective area of RF dish is
reduced because a portion of the dish is taken by
the optical glass panels. Therefore, to maintain
RF performance, the size of the dish should be
increased slightly, to about 36 m. With the
polished panel design, the whole dish is used as
both an optical and an RF reflector, allowing us to
collect the maximum amount of photons as well
as the RF signal. It is important to note that, for
both designs, RF and optical paths are separately
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 1: A) The DSN research and development 34‐m beam waveguide antenna used as the platform
for the proposed demonstration. B) Combined RF/optical ground station glass panel concept.
processed, and their respective signals are
detected via separate receivers.
IV. DEVELOPMENT EFFORT
Presently the effort is focused on the
demonstration of the mirror panels. For the
polished panel, we have obtained an ALMA‐
quality panel to demonstrate the feasibility of
using polished aluminum panels to approximate
optical quality material. ALMA is the Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array, a radio
astronomy complex with radio frequency
approaching 1 THz
[http://www.almaobservatory.org/], hence
requiring high quality RF panels with surface
smoothness in the order of 15 µm or better.
Although this level of surface roughness is very
large for 1.5‐µm optical waveforms, the
communication receiver does not require
diffraction limited performance; therefore, the
surface error level may be acceptable if other
issues (such as the size of the detector and the
amount of background light) can be resolved.
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We have also obtained two 35‐cm glass
hexagonal panels to demonstrate the glass panel
approach. Although the operational system will
have meter‐size panels, in this phase of the
demonstration we are using the smaller size as a
matter of convenience.
The development effort also includes site
characterization. The objective is to investigate
the suitability of Goldstone as an optical
communications site [10]. Goldstone is at 1 km
altitude; with a dry climate, Goldstone
experiences many clear days per year. The site
features of interest are sky radiance and
transmittance, daytime and nighttime
atmospheric seeing, cloud coverage, and dust
particles. Another important question is
atmospheric contaminant–induced degradation
of panel surface, which will ultimately determine
how frequently the panel will have to be cleaned.
IV.I

Polished Panel

As mentioned earlier, one way to achieve
hybrid capability is to polish the surface of the
aluminum panels on the antenna’s main reflector
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to optical smoothness, and to employ a suitably
large detector array to collect the focused light
[11–13]. However, the extent to which thin
aluminum panels can be shaped and polished to
optical requirements remains to be determined,
as is the durability of polished surfaces in a desert
environment. In addition, the antenna’s ability to
keep the focused spot centered on the detector
array to enable optical communication remains
to be quantified. An experimental system has
been designed and deployed at Goldstone using a
34‐m antenna, with the goal of evaluating the
potential of polished‐aluminum panels to serve
as reflectors for both microwave and optical
signals.
In order to evaluate the point‐spread‐
function (PSF) generated by a high‐quality
polished‐aluminum panel, we procured a custom‐
polished aluminum panel manufactured by
Vertex Antennentechnik GmbH (Germany) with
prescribed curvature, which we mounted just
inside the DSN panel as shown in Figure 2. We
installed a 10‐mega‐pixel Finger Lakes
Instruments (FLI) digital camera in a
weatherproof enclosure equipped with remote‐
controlled doors at each end for ventilation; we
mounted the enclosed camera next to the
subreflector on the movable part of the
subreflector structure, which is controlled from
the antenna’s alidade. (The alidade rotates with
the antenna but does not tip.) A single Category
(CAT)‐5 cable connected from the enclosure to
the alidade via Universal Serial Bus (USB)‐2
converters at each end supplies power to the
relays and activates the FLI camera upon
command. A picture of the mounted enclosure in
the normally closed configuration is shown in
Figure 3A, tilted so as to point towards the center
of the polished Vertex panel. The open
configuration, used only during data‐gathering, is
shown in Figure 3B where the 2” square
narrowband optical filter assembly in front of the
FLI camera can also be seen.
During installation, we aligned the Vertex
panel and pointed the camera assembly towards
the center of the panel. We used blueprints to
determine the distance from the center of the
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Fig. 2: Test panel on the 34‐m antenna.
Vertex panel to the camera sensor, and we
placed the camera at the nominal focal‐distance
of 14 m from the center of the panel. To minimize
the PSF in future experiments, we will refine this
focal distance via subreflector commands from
the control‐room.
After verifying nominal operation of the
entire system, we recorded a large number of
stellar and planetary images at night. We
recorded both centered and off‐center images
with offsets ranging from 25 to 100 mdegs in
elevation (EL) and cross‐elevation (XEL), in order
to characterize the response of the panel and
help evaluate the performance of the acquisition
and tracking algorithms described in [13]. As an
example, a false‐color image of the panel’s
response to the planet Venus is shown in
Figure 4A. When the detector elements are
sorted according to signal energy, the distribution
of energies shown in Figure 4B is obtained as a
function of the order index n. Note the significant
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Fig. 5A: Polished panel response to ±50 mdeg antenna pointing offsets in elevation (EL).
EL=0, XEL=50

EL=0, XEL=0

EL=0, XEL=-50

Fig. 5B: Polished panel response to ±50 mdeg antenna pointing offsets in cross‐elevation (XEL).
Efforts are currently under way to further
reduce the spot size by refining the focal
distance, which has only been approximated so
far. Once the spot size has been minimized, we
will carry out additional experiments to
demonstrate closed‐loop control of antenna
pointing and to evaluate communications
performance under daytime operating
conditions.
IV.II Glass Panel
Prototype development and demonstration
activity for the glass panel option uses two 35‐cm
glass mirrors with identical spherical surfaces. A
spherical surface is preferred to parabolic surface
because of ease of production, with concurrent
lower cost. Since the focal point of a spherical
surface is not as well‐defined as the focal point of
a parabolic surface, additional corrective optics
are required to compensate for aberration
caused by the spherical surface. However, for our
demonstration, the physical size of the 35‐cm
glass panel is small compared to the 24‐m radius
R of the sphere; hence, the glass panel can be
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treated as a good approximation of a parabolic
surface with focal length R/2.
The upper part of the mounting platform
for the panels consists of two pieces, a stationary
one and an adjustable one that can be tilted
using actuators. This is necessary for fine
adjustments of the geometry of the panels so
they focus light at exactly the same point. We in
turn mount the two mounting pieces on a thick
plate of metal that can be tilted using actuators
to tilt this plate and both mirrors together. We
collect the reflected light from the panels using a
camera mounted adjacent to the subreflector of
the 34‐m beam waveguide antenna. The camera
apparatus is mounted on a linear actuation stage
for ease of adjusting camera distance from the
glass panels to allow for fine tuning of the focus.
Figure 6 shows the conceptual positions of
the mirror panels and the camera apparatus on
the main antenna reflector and the subreflector.
The camera is placed at the focal point of the
panels. A boresight telescope on the antenna
primary reflector provides a relatively wide
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Fig. 6: Conceptual positions of glass panels and the camera apparatus on the main reflector and the
subreflector. The camera is placed at the focal point of the panels.

Small Actuators Tilt One Segment Relative to the Other

(about 0.5 degree) field of view for optical
acquisition and limited use in characterization of
antenna flexure. Figure 7 shows the panel
mounting structure with one stationary panel and
one with tilting capability. We use the two small
actuators to tilt one of the glass panels, while

Tilting Segment
Fixed Segment

Large Actuators Tilt and Piston Base Plate (Both Mirrors)

Fig. 7: Mounting structure with one stationary
and one adjustable panel. Small actuators
are used to tilt a single glass panels; large
actuators are used to tilt both panels
together.
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three larger actuators are used to tilt both and
piston both panels together. Figure 8 shows the
camera apparatus, consisting of the focal plane
camera (not shown in the figure), the pupil
camera, beam splitters, filter wheel, a test source
(not shown in the figure but used for test prior to
installation), and a high‐frame‐rate camera that
will ultimately replace the test source. Another
test source, shown just above the beam splitter,
stays with the assembly for camera tests. The
long tube at the left is a temporary fixture that
has a lens that we use for initial alignment.
The focal plane camera functions as the
light detector, whereas we use the pupil camera
as a proof of concept for optical methods that
would verify that all mirror panels are correctly
aligned. Note that the demonstration consists of
only two panels; however, a future operational
system will have many more panels. Prior to
installation, we use the test source on the
antenna to establish that light is collected at the
center of the sensor of the focal plane camera
and that the actuated mirror assembly works
properly. The filter wheel selects the desired
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Fig. 8: Camera apparatus for glass panel demonstration.
optical wavelength while minimizing background
and scattered light.
Soon the glass panels and the camera
apparatus will be installed on the 34‐m antenna
for test and evaluation. These tests will validate
correct alignment of the two panels, expected
spot size on the focal plane camera sensor,
successful pointing to and tracking of
extraterrestrial light sources (stars and planets)
and the repeatability of the experiments day and
night. The tests will also measure the amount of
background light as a function of angular distance
to the sun, and panel surface integrity as a
function of time.
V. TEST AND DEMONSTRATION
OPPORTUNITIES
Without a suitable space platform, tests
will be performed using stars of magnitude 2 or
brighter. Daytime tests are of prime importance
because of the increased background light due to
the sun and because optical communications
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must be conducted both day and night. Using
stars will validate the main quality measures such
as focal plane spot size, background light, test
repeatability, pointing, and tracking; however,
actual communications and data detection
experiments cannot be performed with stars.
In 2011, NASA's Office of the Chief
Technologist (OCT) announced an experimental
program, the Laser Communications Relay
Demonstration (LCRD), that will fly an optical
communications package on a host space
platform at low‐Earth orbit for optical
communications and tracking experiments and
demonstrations
[http://www.nasa.gov/topics/technology/feature
s/laser‐comm.html]. LCRD is expected to fly as a
hosted payload on a commercial communications
satellite; the LCRD concept is shown in Figure 9.
LCRD will have a high–data rate laser transmitter
that can be received on the ground. Hence, LCRD
may provide a great opportunity to test the
hybrid ground station through field tests that
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6.

Fig. 9: Conceptual image of LCRD−Credit: NASA
take advantage of LCRD and its host spacecraft
optical and RF signals. It is hoped that relevant
programmatic, logistics, and budgetary issues can
be addressed before the launch of the LCRD
spacecraft in 2016 to allow for the complete
validation of the hybrid technology. Such an
opportunity will extend the experiment
objectives to include communications and data
detection tests.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A combination of RF and optical links will
be necessary to support communications needs
of future solar system missions (crewed and
robotic). This requirement may be met by the
development of cost‐effective hybrid systems. To
this end, JPL is developing a hybrid ground station
that may have lower construction and life‐cycle
costs compared to costs associated with
developing separate RF and optical stations.
Furthermore, a hybrid system may have
operational advantages because one station will
be operated instead of two.
Two approaches have been identified and
studied: the polished panel approach and the
glass panel approach. We are demonstrating
these two concepts using an experimental 34‐m
RF antenna at one of the DSN complexes at
Goldstone, California. The main topics under
investigation are the following:
1. Minimum practical field of view of the
optical path (or the point spread function
of the light at the focal point of the
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7.
8.
9.

telescope, which drives the field of view to
encompass it)
Alignment of the mirror panels, which
influences the minimum feasible spot size
Amount of background light during daytime
operation
Durability of the optical surface
Optical surface cleaning requirements
Site characteristics such as atmospheric
seeing, dust particles, atmospheric
transmittance, and background light
Robustness of the hybrid station
Cost of the hybrid station
Ease of operations and maintenance

Prototypes of the two selected approaches
are ready for tests and demonstration. We are
presently collecting field data on the polished
panel, soon to be followed by data collection on
the glass panel, to improve our understanding of
the above issues.
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